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The earth’s healing elements right in your living room.

Where heat, waves, weightlessness and beauty come together lies serenity—The Perfect Chair® Serenity™, to be 
exact. Our newest zero-gravity recliner seamlessly integrates earth’s natural elements and the healing arts of the 
Far East into an amazingly luxurious chair that soothes tired, aching muscles, elevating the body to a new state of 
comfort and relaxation.

Inspired by the Neutral Body Posture chaise position developed by NASA to support astronauts’ ascent into orbit, 
the Perfect Chair’s frame ergonomics put the body in a virtually weightless position that physicians recommend 
as the healthiest way to sit. Within the chair lies an equally stunning advancement—jade stones that radiate far-
infrared heat up to three inches into muscle tissue to create healing warmth that can be felt long after you leave 
the chair. Add to that full-body, Serenity Wave Therapy technology and you’ve reached the perfect bliss. 

Or, Serenity, as we call it.
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Strategically positioned jade 
stones and air cells provide 

targeted full-body relief.

Serenity™

Zero-Gravity Recliner

PC-086
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More Features for More Comfort

• Strategically positioned jade stones and gentle-wave 
 therapy provide targeted full-body relief

• Rapid-deploying, far-infrared heat rays radiate up to  
 three inches deep into muscle tissue

• Easy-to-use power recline system allows precise  
 position control

• Articulating headrest with contoured comfort pillow  
 gives you an optimized angle for TV viewing and reading

FEATURES:

LUXURIOUS BONDED LEATHER
With comfort, flexibility and durability in 
mind, our bonded leather is crafted using a 
combination of man-made materials and genuine 
leather. The generous cushions and furniture 
springs provide a soft touch and an indulgent 
seating experience.

ELECTRIC RECLINE SYSTEM  
A smooth-functioning, high-performance 
recline system with whisper-quiet motors eases 
the chair from upright to full recline in less 
than 15 seconds. You control your journey 
from sitting to floating with an unobtrusive, 
easy-to-use fingertip recline lever.

HEATED GENTLE WAVE THERAPY
The chair’s rapid-deploying heat quickly reaches 
the optimal temperature, then electronically 
maintains the perfect level of warmth. Combine 
that with the Serenity Wave Therapy technology 
and elevate the body to a new state of comfort 
and ultimate relaxation.

JADE-STONE-TRANSMITTED 
FAR-INFRARED HEAT 
Jade stones radiate far-infrared rays that deliver 
healing warmth up to three inches deep into 
tissue, reducing inflammation, relieving joint 
and muscle pain, improving circulation, and 
speeding cellular recovery.

“The jade found in the Serenity chair consists of many of the same elements found in the human body. 
Because they emit similar frequencies, the jade stones’ vibration goes deeper into the cells while the far-
infrared heat penetrates the muscle layer. The result is better circulation, increased oxygen in the blood and 
fast recovery from pain and disease.” – Dr. Hoon Kim, Acupuncturist and Medical Qi-Gong Practitioner

Elementally perfect.
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Human Touch®, LLC
3030 Walnut Ave., Long Beach, CA 90807, USA 
(800) 742-5493
©2011 Human Touch®, LLC.
Product contained herein is protected by United States patents 5,967,609 & 6,012,774. Perfect Chair and Human 
Touch are registered trademarks of Human Touch®, LLC. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of 
this product. Specifications are subject to change.
Manufactured in Thailand.PC-086_0211

Jade-Stone 
Transmitted

Far-Infrared Heat 

Articulating 
Headrest

Neck-Contoured 
Comfort Pillow

Extra-Wide Leg Rest
Nickel-Plated Guide Rails

Power-Recline Lever

24-Chamber, Gentle-Wave Air Cells

3-Year Limited Warranty

MODEL NUMBER

PC-086-100-011 (Cashew Bonded Leather)

PC-086-100-010 (Red Bonded Leather)

PC-086-100-008 (Espresso Bonded Leather)

PC-086-100-009 (Black Bonded Leather)

Furniture-Spring 
Cushions

CONTROL PAD Easily control the Serenity chair’s array 
of wellness features with the push of a 
button. Choose from three intensities of 
far-infrared heat that radiate through jade 
stones to provide soothing relief deep into 
muscles, joints and soft tissue. Start the 
Serenity Wave Therapy and bring the body 
into a deep state of relaxation. 

Control Pad

Zero-Gravity Recliner
Perfect Chair® Serenity™PC-086


